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Ebook free Frankenstein puffin classics
Copy

recounts the life and adventures of robin hood who with his band of followers lived as
an outlaw in sherwood forest dedicated to fighting tyranny penguin classics is the
largest and best known classics imprint in the world from the epic of gilgamesh to the
poetry of the first world war and covering all the greatest works of fiction poetry
drama history and philosophy in between this reader s companion encompasses 500 authors
1 200 books and 4 000 years of world literature stuffed full of stories author
biographies book summaries and recommendations and illustrated with thousands of
historic penguin classic covers this is an exhilarating and comprehensive guide for
anyone who wants to explore and discover the best books ever written abridged and
retold in modern english by respected children s authors this collection of sixteen
classic stories makes them accessible to readers as young as six while retaining all
the charm atmosphere and sense of adventure that made the original tales world famous
these dramatic easy to follow stories charmingly illustrated with verve and humour by
specially commissioned artists deserve to find a home on every child s bookshelf
included in this boxed set 1 alice in wonderland 2 treasure island 3 the wizard of oz 4
the jungle book 5 the secret garden 6 robin hood 7 peter pan 8 heidi 9 anne of green
gables 10 little women 11 black beauty 12 the call of the wild 13 robinson crusoe 14
wind in the willows 15 tom sawyer 16 oliver twist puffin in bloom a collection of
classics with stunning cover art by renowned stationery brand rifle paper co s
principal artist anna bond now available as an exquisite gift set featuring all four
puffin in bloom classics with illustrated covers by anna bond in a charming keepsake
box designed in her signature style box includes anne of green gables heidi little
women and a little princess puffin in bloom s lush new editions of children s classics
are sure to entertain older girls vogue read em and keep chic as a gift or on your
shelf they speak volumes o the oprah magazine chronicles the joys and sorrows of the
four march sisters as they grow into young women in mid nineteenth century new england
from the strange case of the red headed league to the extraordinary tale of the
engineer s thumb sherlock holmes and his assistant dr watson grapple with treachery
murder and ingenious crimes of all kinds but no case is too challening for the immortal
detective s unique power of deduction twelve timeless stories by a master storyteller
the creator of immortal films satyajit ray was also a writer of great repute in this
collection are some of his most extraordinary and gripping stories that will take
readers to realms of adventure fantasy and horror while lsquo bonku babu rsquo s friend
rsquo deals with a mofussil schoolteacher rsquo s encounter with a friendly and
somewhat awkward alien lsquo anath babu rsquo s terror rsquo is the tale of a ghost
hunter rsquo s foray into a haunted house meet bipin chowdhury who seems to be
suffering from a most disagreeable bout of amnesia and read the amazing story of a
carnivorous plant with a monstrous appetite in lsquo the hungry septopus rsquo this
collection also includes two stories featuring everyone rsquo s favourite detective
feluda nbsp published originally in bengali as ek dojon goppo this collection mdash the
first in a series of short stories written by the master storyteller mdash is funny
sinister and intriguing by turns and truly a must have nbsp a puffin book stories that
last a lifetime puffin modern classics are relaunched under a new logo a puffin book
there are 20 titles to collect in the series listed below all with exciting new covers
and fun filled endnotes clive king s stig of the dump is a much loved modern classic it
is the story of barney and his best friend cave man stig barney is a solitary little
boy given to wandering off by himself one day he is lying on the edge of a disused
chalk pit when it gives way and he lands in a sort of cave here he meets somebody with
a lot of shaggy hair and two bright black eyes wearing a rabbit skin and speaking in
grunts he names him stig of course nobody believes barney when he tells his family all
about stig but for barney cave man stig is totally real they become great friends
learning each others ways and embarking on a series of unforgettable adventures clive
king was born in richmond surrey in 1924 when he was young his family moved to a
village called ash near sevenoaks in kent which is the setting for stig of the dump he
went to downing college cambridge and the school of oriental and african studies in
london he then served in the royal naval volunteer reserve his service as a sailor and
his work as a language teacher took him all over the world clive king lives with his
family in norfolk and is a full time writer other titles by clive king hamid of aleppo
the town that went south the 22 letters the night the water came snakes and snakes me
and my million the inner ring series the devil s cut ninny s boat the sound of
propellors the seashore people a touch of class the essential guide to twentieth
century literature around the world for six decades the penguin modern classics series
has been an era defining ever evolving series of books encompassing works by modernist
pioneers avant garde iconoclasts radical visionaries and timeless storytellers this
reader s companion showcases every title published in the series so far with more than
1 800 books and 600 authors from achebe and adonis to zamyatin and zweig it is the
essential guide to twentieth century literature around the world and the companion
volume to the penguin classics book bursting with lively descriptions surprising
reading lists key literary movements and over two thousand cover images the penguin
modern classics book is an invitation to dive in and explore the greatest literature of
the last hundred years the all time classic picture book from generation to generation
sold somewhere in the world every 30 seconds have you shared it with a child or
grandchild in your life for the first time eric carle s the very hungry caterpillar is
now available in e book format perfect for storytime anywhere as an added bonus it
includes read aloud audio of eric carle reading his classic story this fine audio
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production pairs perfectly with the classic story and it makes for a fantastic new way
to encounter this famous famished caterpillar it would be hard to find another that
could match taniya did you know that although taniya was a very good dog she was also
quite cowardly it was her antics and adorable nature that made everyone around her love
her so much why she was even fed hilsa fish with rice almost every day did you also
know that she would also sing while arunabh would play the harmonica or that she could
detect an original marie biscuit from the fake she was quite the bundle of talent the
little taniya kalita s only children s novel to date taniya is a timeless classic in
assam masterfully translated in english by veteran assamese translator meenaxi
borkotoki the book also celebrates the verdant landscape and the social and cultural
milieu of the beautiful region with a stunning cover design inspired by the iconic
fashion featured in the book this beautiful hardback edition is a special puffin
classic created in partnership with the world famous v a museum featuring an exclusive
foreword by connie karol burks an assistant curator in the fashion textiles and
furniture department at the v a emma is clever rich beautiful and sees no need for
marriage an irrepressible matchmaker she loves interfering in the romantic lives of
others until her matchmaking plans unravel with consequences that she never expected
jane austen s novel of youthful exuberance with its imperfect but charming heroine is
often seen as her most flawless work the story of helen and the judgement of paris of
the gathering heroes and the seige of troy of achilles and his vulnerable heel reared
by the centaur on wild honey and the marrow of lions of odysseus the last of the heroes
his plan for the wooden horse and his many adventures on his long journey home to
greece also contains a beautiful introduction by best selling author michelle paver and
additional endmatter including an author profile who s who activities glossary and more
michael rosen professor of children s literature at goldsmiths university of london and
bestselling author poet and broadcaster introduces these great myths and legends of
ancient egypt travel back deep in time to ancient egypt and discover the great myths
and legends of the sun god amen ra the love story of osiris and isis the curse of the
book of thoth and many other captivating tales of magic treasure and aventure from one
of the oldest and most fascinating civilizations in the world an evergreen classic
about friendship and growing up by a master storyteller this book catches up with our
favourite rusty as he plunges not just into the cold pools of dehra but into an
exciting new life dipping his toes into adulthood winding his way back to the city with
kishen rusty discovers that his beloved room is no longer his undaunted however and in
his trademark style he forges new homes and new friendships as he embarks on a journey
of self discovery that spans the beautiful hillsides of india by turns thrilling and
nostalgic this heart warming sequel is rusty is at his best as he navigates the
tightrope between dreams and reality all the time maintaining a glorious sense of hope
striking evocative witty and wise this is an ode to youth and all its complexities
amidst the colours sights and smells of bond s india good wives is the second story
about the march family three years on from little women the march girls and their
friend laurie are young adults with their futures ahead of them although they all face
painful trials along the way from meg s sad lesson in housekeeping to laurie s
disappointment in love and a tragedy which touches them all each of the girls finally
finds happiness if not always in the way they expect the book includes a behind the
scenes journey including an author profile a guide to who s who activities and more
also in puffin classics little women little men and jo s boys away at school sally
copeland has always dreamed of going home but now that she s there she feels frightened
and unsure of herself will her brother and sister accept her will she be able to do
things for herself and what will it be like to go to a regular school and be the only
one with cerebral palsy in this sequel to anne of green gables the engaging orphan just
half past sixteen becomes a schoolma am in a small village on prince edward island
first published in 1902 five children and it is a children s novel by english writer
and poet e nesbit the story follows the five children cyril anthea robert jane and the
lamb and their adventures resulting from the discovery of a sand fairy that has the
ability to grant wishes a charming tale of youth and innocence five children and it
would make for perfect bedtime reading and is not to be missed by fans and collectors
of nesbit s magical children s literature originally published in strand magazine the
tales were made into a full length novel trilogy also including the phoenix and the
carpet 1904 and the story of the amulet 1906 edith nesbit 1858 1924 was a prolific
writer of children s literature publishing more than 60 such books under the name e
nesbit she was also a political activist and co founded the fabian society which had a
significant influence on the labour party and british politics in general many vintage
books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in
mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality
edition complete with a specially commissioned new biography of the author six english
children fill their free time with entertainments that don t always turn out as they
plan but it is usually good fun and usually in a good cause a collection of all time
favourite school stories meet the world s naughtiest boys and girls the best and the
worst students and some really famous children in this book as they make their way
through school read about david copperfield and his friendship with steerforth tom
brown trying to find his feet in rugby school and jane eyre fighting poverty and
disease in a school for orphans not to forget those other irrepressible and immortal
boys richmal crompton s william brown mark twain s tom sawyer rk nararyan s swami and
ruskin bond s rusty also included are stories from such classics as anne of avonlea
little men stalky and co and to sir with love by turns hilarious and heartwarming these
classic tales are about growing up and the time spent in that one place which is so
beloved to some and so hated by others school with a a stunning cover design inspired
by the iconic fashion featured in the book this beautiful hardback edition is a special
puffin classic created in partnership with the world famous v a museum featuring an
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exclusive foreword by elisabeth murray an assistant curator in the fashion textiles and
furniture department at the v a you never know where you ll find yourself in alice s
adventures in wonderland by lewis carroll on an ordinary summer s afternoon alice
tumbles down a hole and an extraordinary adventure begins in a strange world with even
stranger characters she meets a grinning cat and a rabbit with a pocket watch joins a
mad hatter s tea party and plays croquet with the queen lost in this fantasy land alice
finds herself growing more and more curious by the minute it is a psammead an ancient
ugly and irritable sand fairy the children find one day in a gravel pit it grants them
one wish a day lasting until sunset but they soon learn it is very hard to think of
really sensible wishes and each one gets them into unexpected difficulties magic the
children find can be as awkward as it is enticing be careful what you ask for you may
get it that s the message in this delightful tale of five youngsters who discover a
bizarre sand creature that grants wishes there s a catch of course the wishes come
undone at sunset and worse yet things often get out of hand the humorous escapades of
narayan gangopadhyay s immortal character and his ragtag bunch of friends now in
english the leader of a gang of four tenida is a brash loud mouthed fellow with a large
heart and a gargantuan appetite along with the quick witted kyabla the bangladeshi
accented habul and the cowardly pela tenida falls headlong into one misadventure after
the other that is when he is not telling tall tales of his own heroism full of wit and
old world charm the best of tenida is dotted with vignettes of life in yesteryear
calcutta featuring five of narayan gangopadhyay s best known short stories and his
timeless novella charmurti this english translation introduces one of the most beloved
figures in bengali children s literature to a wider audience the first unputdownable
adventure story in this phenomenal series from the author of the bestselling young bond
series and award winning comedy writer and performer the fast show down the line
charlie higson they ll chase you they ll rip you open they ll feed on you when the
sickness came every parent policeman politician every adult fell ill the lucky ones
died the others are crazed confused and hungry only children under fourteen remain and
they re fighting to survive now there are rumours of a safe place to hide and so a gang
of children begin their quest across london where all through the city down alleyways
in deserted houses underground the grown ups lie in wait but can they make it there
alive the phoenix and the carpet by e nesbit a classic childrens novel the phoenix and
the carpet is a fantasy novel for children written in 1904 by e nesbit it is the second
in a trilogy of novels that began with five children and it 1902 and follows the
adventures of the same five protagonists cyril anthea robert jane and the lamb their
mother buys the children a new carpet to replace the one from the nursery that was
destroyed in an accidental fire the children find an egg in the carpet which hatches
into a talking phoenix the phoenix explains that the carpet is a magical one that will
grant them three wishes per day the five children go on many adventures which
eventually wears out their magical carpet the adventures of the children are continued
and conclude in the third book of the trilogy the story of the amulet 1906 the sequel
to five children and it follows the wondrous adventures of robert jane cyril anthea and
the lamb as they discover a clever phoenix and a magic carpet the children find an egg
in the carpet which hatches into a talking phoenix the phoenix explains that the carpet
is a magic one that will grant them three wishes a day the children are on a fantastic
ride with the hopelessly vain but good hearted phoenix and his flying carpet they
travel to a french castle to a tropical island foil a burglar arrange a marriage change
people s disposition and have to figure out how to get 199 persian cats 398 muskrats a
cow and a policeman out of their house their charming adventures not only entertain but
teach them and the reader a few gentle lessons the phoenix and the carpet is a
wonderful book for the young and the young at heart the adventures are continued and
concluded in the third book of the trilogy the story of the amulet puffin classics the
definitive collection of timeless stories for every child i ll try and be what he loves
to call me a little woman and not be rough and wild but do my duty here instead of
wanting to be somewhere else meg is sweet tempered jo is smart beth shy and amy sassy
stubborn and ambitious together they re the march sisters even though money is short
times are tough and their father is away at war their infectious sense of fun sweeps
everyone up in their adventures including laurie the boy next door a transatlantic
feminist classic little women celebrates the lives and choices of women in a world not
designed to accommodate their dreams i think louisa may alcott whether she knew it or
not made the ordinary lives of girls and women extraordinary by turning her pen to them
greta gerwig
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Puffin Classics 16 Book Set

2008-06-19

recounts the life and adventures of robin hood who with his band of followers lived as
an outlaw in sherwood forest dedicated to fighting tyranny

The Adventures of Robin Hood

2015-10-06

penguin classics is the largest and best known classics imprint in the world from the
epic of gilgamesh to the poetry of the first world war and covering all the greatest
works of fiction poetry drama history and philosophy in between this reader s companion
encompasses 500 authors 1 200 books and 4 000 years of world literature stuffed full of
stories author biographies book summaries and recommendations and illustrated with
thousands of historic penguin classic covers this is an exhilarating and comprehensive
guide for anyone who wants to explore and discover the best books ever written

The Penguin Classics Book

2019-02-21

abridged and retold in modern english by respected children s authors this collection
of sixteen classic stories makes them accessible to readers as young as six while
retaining all the charm atmosphere and sense of adventure that made the original tales
world famous these dramatic easy to follow stories charmingly illustrated with verve
and humour by specially commissioned artists deserve to find a home on every child s
bookshelf included in this boxed set 1 alice in wonderland 2 treasure island 3 the
wizard of oz 4 the jungle book 5 the secret garden 6 robin hood 7 peter pan 8 heidi 9
anne of green gables 10 little women 11 black beauty 12 the call of the wild 13
robinson crusoe 14 wind in the willows 15 tom sawyer 16 oliver twist

Puffin Classics Deluxe Collection

2012-10-01

puffin in bloom a collection of classics with stunning cover art by renowned stationery
brand rifle paper co s principal artist anna bond now available as an exquisite gift
set featuring all four puffin in bloom classics with illustrated covers by anna bond in
a charming keepsake box designed in her signature style box includes anne of green
gables heidi little women and a little princess puffin in bloom s lush new editions of
children s classics are sure to entertain older girls vogue read em and keep chic as a
gift or on your shelf they speak volumes o the oprah magazine

The Children's Classics Collection

2018-09-10

chronicles the joys and sorrows of the four march sisters as they grow into young women
in mid nineteenth century new england

Puffin Classics

2015-11-03

from the strange case of the red headed league to the extraordinary tale of the
engineer s thumb sherlock holmes and his assistant dr watson grapple with treachery
murder and ingenious crimes of all kinds but no case is too challening for the immortal
detective s unique power of deduction

The Puffin in Bloom Collection

2004

twelve timeless stories by a master storyteller the creator of immortal films satyajit
ray was also a writer of great repute in this collection are some of his most
extraordinary and gripping stories that will take readers to realms of adventure
fantasy and horror while lsquo bonku babu rsquo s friend rsquo deals with a mofussil
schoolteacher rsquo s encounter with a friendly and somewhat awkward alien lsquo anath
babu rsquo s terror rsquo is the tale of a ghost hunter rsquo s foray into a haunted
house meet bipin chowdhury who seems to be suffering from a most disagreeable bout of
amnesia and read the amazing story of a carnivorous plant with a monstrous appetite in
lsquo the hungry septopus rsquo this collection also includes two stories featuring
everyone rsquo s favourite detective feluda nbsp published originally in bengali as ek
dojon goppo this collection mdash the first in a series of short stories written by the
master storyteller mdash is funny sinister and intriguing by turns and truly a must
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Little Women

2011-05-05

a puffin book stories that last a lifetime puffin modern classics are relaunched under
a new logo a puffin book there are 20 titles to collect in the series listed below all
with exciting new covers and fun filled endnotes clive king s stig of the dump is a
much loved modern classic it is the story of barney and his best friend cave man stig
barney is a solitary little boy given to wandering off by himself one day he is lying
on the edge of a disused chalk pit when it gives way and he lands in a sort of cave
here he meets somebody with a lot of shaggy hair and two bright black eyes wearing a
rabbit skin and speaking in grunts he names him stig of course nobody believes barney
when he tells his family all about stig but for barney cave man stig is totally real
they become great friends learning each others ways and embarking on a series of
unforgettable adventures clive king was born in richmond surrey in 1924 when he was
young his family moved to a village called ash near sevenoaks in kent which is the
setting for stig of the dump he went to downing college cambridge and the school of
oriental and african studies in london he then served in the royal naval volunteer
reserve his service as a sailor and his work as a language teacher took him all over
the world clive king lives with his family in norfolk and is a full time writer other
titles by clive king hamid of aleppo the town that went south the 22 letters the night
the water came snakes and snakes me and my million the inner ring series the devil s
cut ninny s boat the sound of propellors the seashore people a touch of class

The Great Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

2010-06-03

the essential guide to twentieth century literature around the world for six decades
the penguin modern classics series has been an era defining ever evolving series of
books encompassing works by modernist pioneers avant garde iconoclasts radical
visionaries and timeless storytellers this reader s companion showcases every title
published in the series so far with more than 1 800 books and 600 authors from achebe
and adonis to zamyatin and zweig it is the essential guide to twentieth century
literature around the world and the companion volume to the penguin classics book
bursting with lively descriptions surprising reading lists key literary movements and
over two thousand cover images the penguin modern classics book is an invitation to
dive in and explore the greatest literature of the last hundred years

Puffin Classics : One Dozen Stories

1997

the all time classic picture book from generation to generation sold somewhere in the
world every 30 seconds have you shared it with a child or grandchild in your life for
the first time eric carle s the very hungry caterpillar is now available in e book
format perfect for storytime anywhere as an added bonus it includes read aloud audio of
eric carle reading his classic story this fine audio production pairs perfectly with
the classic story and it makes for a fantastic new way to encounter this famous
famished caterpillar

Stig of the Dump

2009-11-15

it would be hard to find another that could match taniya did you know that although
taniya was a very good dog she was also quite cowardly it was her antics and adorable
nature that made everyone around her love her so much why she was even fed hilsa fish
with rice almost every day did you also know that she would also sing while arunabh
would play the harmonica or that she could detect an original marie biscuit from the
fake she was quite the bundle of talent the little taniya kalita s only children s
novel to date taniya is a timeless classic in assam masterfully translated in english
by veteran assamese translator meenaxi borkotoki the book also celebrates the verdant
landscape and the social and cultural milieu of the beautiful region

The Puffin Treasury of Classics

2021-11-18

with a stunning cover design inspired by the iconic fashion featured in the book this
beautiful hardback edition is a special puffin classic created in partnership with the
world famous v a museum featuring an exclusive foreword by connie karol burks an
assistant curator in the fashion textiles and furniture department at the v a emma is
clever rich beautiful and sees no need for marriage an irrepressible matchmaker she
loves interfering in the romantic lives of others until her matchmaking plans unravel
with consequences that she never expected jane austen s novel of youthful exuberance
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with its imperfect but charming heroine is often seen as her most flawless work

Puffin Classics:Malgudi School

2016-11-22

the story of helen and the judgement of paris of the gathering heroes and the seige of
troy of achilles and his vulnerable heel reared by the centaur on wild honey and the
marrow of lions of odysseus the last of the heroes his plan for the wooden horse and
his many adventures on his long journey home to greece also contains a beautiful
introduction by best selling author michelle paver and additional endmatter including
an author profile who s who activities glossary and more

The Penguin Modern Classics Book

2022-12-19

michael rosen professor of children s literature at goldsmiths university of london and
bestselling author poet and broadcaster introduces these great myths and legends of
ancient egypt travel back deep in time to ancient egypt and discover the great myths
and legends of the sun god amen ra the love story of osiris and isis the curse of the
book of thoth and many other captivating tales of magic treasure and aventure from one
of the oldest and most fascinating civilizations in the world

The Very Hungry Caterpillar

2010-10-07

an evergreen classic about friendship and growing up by a master storyteller this book
catches up with our favourite rusty as he plunges not just into the cold pools of dehra
but into an exciting new life dipping his toes into adulthood winding his way back to
the city with kishen rusty discovers that his beloved room is no longer his undaunted
however and in his trademark style he forges new homes and new friendships as he
embarks on a journey of self discovery that spans the beautiful hillsides of india by
turns thrilling and nostalgic this heart warming sequel is rusty is at his best as he
navigates the tightrope between dreams and reality all the time maintaining a glorious
sense of hope striking evocative witty and wise this is an ode to youth and all its
complexities amidst the colours sights and smells of bond s india

Puffin Classics

2022-01-27

good wives is the second story about the march family three years on from little women
the march girls and their friend laurie are young adults with their futures ahead of
them although they all face painful trials along the way from meg s sad lesson in
housekeeping to laurie s disappointment in love and a tragedy which touches them all
each of the girls finally finds happiness if not always in the way they expect the book
includes a behind the scenes journey including an author profile a guide to who s who
activities and more also in puffin classics little women little men and jo s boys

Postcards from Puffin

1890

away at school sally copeland has always dreamed of going home but now that she s there
she feels frightened and unsure of herself will her brother and sister accept her will
she be able to do things for herself and what will it be like to go to a regular school
and be the only one with cerebral palsy

Emma: V&A Collector's Edition

2012-05-03

in this sequel to anne of green gables the engaging orphan just half past sixteen
becomes a schoolma am in a small village on prince edward island

What Katy Did

2011-07-28

first published in 1902 five children and it is a children s novel by english writer
and poet e nesbit the story follows the five children cyril anthea robert jane and the
lamb and their adventures resulting from the discovery of a sand fairy that has the
ability to grant wishes a charming tale of youth and innocence five children and it
would make for perfect bedtime reading and is not to be missed by fans and collectors
of nesbit s magical children s literature originally published in strand magazine the
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tales were made into a full length novel trilogy also including the phoenix and the
carpet 1904 and the story of the amulet 1906 edith nesbit 1858 1924 was a prolific
writer of children s literature publishing more than 60 such books under the name e
nesbit she was also a political activist and co founded the fabian society which had a
significant influence on the labour party and british politics in general many vintage
books such as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in
mind that we are republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality
edition complete with a specially commissioned new biography of the author

The Tale of Troy

2016-08-16

six english children fill their free time with entertainments that don t always turn
out as they plan but it is usually good fun and usually in a good cause

Tales of Ancient Egypt

1948

a collection of all time favourite school stories meet the world s naughtiest boys and
girls the best and the worst students and some really famous children in this book as
they make their way through school read about david copperfield and his friendship with
steerforth tom brown trying to find his feet in rugby school and jane eyre fighting
poverty and disease in a school for orphans not to forget those other irrepressible and
immortal boys richmal crompton s william brown mark twain s tom sawyer rk nararyan s
swami and ruskin bond s rusty also included are stories from such classics as anne of
avonlea little men stalky and co and to sir with love by turns hilarious and
heartwarming these classic tales are about growing up and the time spent in that one
place which is so beloved to some and so hated by others school

Puffin Classics: Vagrants in the Valley

2015-07-10

with a a stunning cover design inspired by the iconic fashion featured in the book this
beautiful hardback edition is a special puffin classic created in partnership with the
world famous v a museum featuring an exclusive foreword by elisabeth murray an
assistant curator in the fashion textiles and furniture department at the v a you never
know where you ll find yourself in alice s adventures in wonderland by lewis carroll on
an ordinary summer s afternoon alice tumbles down a hole and an extraordinary adventure
begins in a strange world with even stranger characters she meets a grinning cat and a
rabbit with a pocket watch joins a mad hatter s tea party and plays croquet with the
queen lost in this fantasy land alice finds herself growing more and more curious by
the minute

My Boyhood Days

2023-04-04

it is a psammead an ancient ugly and irritable sand fairy the children find one day in
a gravel pit it grants them one wish a day lasting until sunset but they soon learn it
is very hard to think of really sensible wishes and each one gets them into unexpected
difficulties magic the children find can be as awkward as it is enticing

Puffin Classics Good Wives

2009-08-06

be careful what you ask for you may get it that s the message in this delightful tale
of five youngsters who discover a bizarre sand creature that grants wishes there s a
catch of course the wishes come undone at sunset and worse yet things often get out of
hand

Mine for Keeps

2019-06-17

the humorous escapades of narayan gangopadhyay s immortal character and his ragtag
bunch of friends now in english the leader of a gang of four tenida is a brash loud
mouthed fellow with a large heart and a gargantuan appetite along with the quick witted
kyabla the bangladeshi accented habul and the cowardly pela tenida falls headlong into
one misadventure after the other that is when he is not telling tall tales of his own
heroism full of wit and old world charm the best of tenida is dotted with vignettes of
life in yesteryear calcutta featuring five of narayan gangopadhyay s best known short
stories and his timeless novella charmurti this english translation introduces one of
the most beloved figures in bengali children s literature to a wider audience
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Anne of Avonlea

1996

the first unputdownable adventure story in this phenomenal series from the author of
the bestselling young bond series and award winning comedy writer and performer the
fast show down the line charlie higson they ll chase you they ll rip you open they ll
feed on you when the sickness came every parent policeman politician every adult fell
ill the lucky ones died the others are crazed confused and hungry only children under
fourteen remain and they re fighting to survive now there are rumours of a safe place
to hide and so a gang of children begin their quest across london where all through the
city down alleyways in deserted houses underground the grown ups lie in wait but can
they make it there alive

Five Children and It

1870

the phoenix and the carpet by e nesbit a classic childrens novel the phoenix and the
carpet is a fantasy novel for children written in 1904 by e nesbit it is the second in
a trilogy of novels that began with five children and it 1902 and follows the
adventures of the same five protagonists cyril anthea robert jane and the lamb their
mother buys the children a new carpet to replace the one from the nursery that was
destroyed in an accidental fire the children find an egg in the carpet which hatches
into a talking phoenix the phoenix explains that the carpet is a magical one that will
grant them three wishes per day the five children go on many adventures which
eventually wears out their magical carpet the adventures of the children are continued
and conclude in the third book of the trilogy the story of the amulet 1906

New Treasure Seekers

1898

the sequel to five children and it follows the wondrous adventures of robert jane cyril
anthea and the lamb as they discover a clever phoenix and a magic carpet the children
find an egg in the carpet which hatches into a talking phoenix the phoenix explains
that the carpet is a magic one that will grant them three wishes a day the children are
on a fantastic ride with the hopelessly vain but good hearted phoenix and his flying
carpet they travel to a french castle to a tropical island foil a burglar arrange a
marriage change people s disposition and have to figure out how to get 199 persian cats
398 muskrats a cow and a policeman out of their house their charming adventures not
only entertain but teach them and the reader a few gentle lessons the phoenix and the
carpet is a wonderful book for the young and the young at heart the adventures are
continued and concluded in the third book of the trilogy the story of the amulet

The Canterbury Tales with Other Poems

2006

puffin classics the definitive collection of timeless stories for every child i ll try
and be what he loves to call me a little woman and not be rough and wild but do my duty
here instead of wanting to be somewhere else meg is sweet tempered jo is smart beth shy
and amy sassy stubborn and ambitious together they re the march sisters even though
money is short times are tough and their father is away at war their infectious sense
of fun sweeps everyone up in their adventures including laurie the boy next door a
transatlantic feminist classic little women celebrates the lives and choices of women
in a world not designed to accommodate their dreams i think louisa may alcott whether
she knew it or not made the ordinary lives of girls and women extraordinary by turning
her pen to them greta gerwig

Hans Andersen's Fairy Tales

2022-01-27

The Puffin Book of Classic School Stories

1996

The Complete Alice: V&A Collector's Edition

1985
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Five Children and it

2014-03-21

Five Children and It

2009-09-03

The Best of Tenida

2001-09-25

The Enemy

2019-03-28

The Phoenix and the Carpet

2015-04-28

THE PHOENIX AND THE CARPET

2016-09

Puffin Classics Little Women

Listen, O King!
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